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0.90 were considered acceptable and indices of ≥0.90 

Malnutrition has been defined as “An acute, subacute or chronic state of nutrition, in which a 
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CVI≥0.80
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“problemen” implies the symptom is 

“moeite” could imply it takes more time 

to start with “Ik (I)” fits better in Dutch 
use of language; generally “over het 
algemeen” was added 

“ambulant” appears to difficult. ”niet 
bedlegerig” is clearer to the

“;”interpunction added to clarify
“op” deleted 

“verdenking ondervoeding”
“licht matig”

“kunnen”
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patients perceived question 2a, “

unchanged; more than usual; less than usual” from Box 2 

that were relevant to them in question 2b, “I am now taking …”. One patient reported that 

ed to add the following answer: “more food than usual”, and the other 

patient reported he would have liked to add the option of: “a little solid food and nutritional 

supplements”. One out of six patients was in frail condition and preferred the dietitian t

read the questions and answering possibilities and complete the patient’s answers.

The healthcare professionals’ answers to the open ended questions did not reveal any 

(©2005), using a landscape orientation. Because of these adap
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